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PICTURING HISTORY
Ledger Drawings of the Plains Indians

Fairfield University Art Museum

PICTURING HISTORY
Ledger Drawings of the Plains Indians

Introduction and Acknowledgments

I

n the second half of the nineteenth century, artists from the Plains Indian peoples (Lakota, Cheyenne, Arapaho and others dwelling in the Western
United States and Canada) produced an extraordinarily rich and distinctive body of drawings chronicling battles, rituals, and the winsome if
sometimes jarring events of everyday life. Later, the subject matter shifts to focus on the forced captivity of Native Americans and the suppression of
indigenous traditions and practices. Known as Ledger Drawings because they were done on the pages of commercially produced account books, these
striking images, many bearing pictographic signatures, are executed in ink, graphite, and colored pencil and watercolor. Some favor flat, stylized forms
and a stark economy of means, while others show a lyrical predilection for rhythmic movement, minute descriptive and narrative detail, and dense,
mosaic-like surface patterns. What all share is their makers’ acute powers of observation and ambition to record and describe recognizable people,
places, things and events—to eloquently picture and record history as it transpired.

September 27 - December 20, 2017

At the time they were made, Ledger Drawings were appreciated by (and in many cases produced for) non-Native audiences. Today, however, they
are largely unknown outside a small circle of specialists and cognoscenti, and with rare exceptions they have been studied primarily as anthropological
and ethnographic documents rather than as artistic creations. Yet the graphic media and materials, as well as the function and the absorbing subject
matter, align these works with the centuries-long European tradition of drawing “stories,” be they inspired by the Bible, history, mythology, political
and military deeds, or the simple routines of everyday life. Following European models, the depiction of these kinds of subjects became part of artistic
practice on the other side of the Atlantic, the American continent providing a more immediate context for the evocative and descriptive images produced
by Plains Indians artists, which merge indigenous and non-native pictorial traditions and techniques. Featuring some fifty Ledger Drawings, Picturing
History presents these works as graphic masterpieces warranting a place in the long and rich history of drawing.
Many colleagues contributed to the success of the exhibition, which will be on view during National American Indian Heritage Month in November.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge Carey Mack Weber and Lauren Williams of the Fairfield University Art Museum, and Dr. Peter Bayers, Associate
Professor of English, Fairfield University, and faculty liaison for this project, as well as Susan Cipollaro, Tess Long, and Edmund Ross. We are
privileged to have as the author of the following essay Dr. Ross Frank, Director of the Plains Indian Ledger Art Digital Publishing Project and Associate
Professor, Department of Ethnic Studies, University of California, San Diego. A foremost authority on Ledger Drawings, he has written a thoughtful and
edifying overview of the subject. Finally, I would like to express my immense gratitude to Donald Ellis for his boundless collegiality. Without his vast
expertise, essential collaboration on all matters great and small, and generous financial support the exhibition could not have taken place. Our thanks
to him, and to Aniko Erdosi, Director, Donald Ellis Gallery, for enabling us introduce these extraordinary works of art to the students and faculty of
Fairfield University and to the many members of the public who visit our galleries.
Fig. 1

This exhibition and related programs are made possible by generous support from Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Linda Wolk-Simon, Ph.D.
Frank and Clara Meditz Director and Chief Curator
Fairfield University Art Museum

TownVibe is the exclusive media sponsor for the exhibition.
Images of the complete Ledger Books whose names appear in italics in the following text and many other examples are available online at plainsledgerart.org
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F

or centuries Plains Indian men kept historical records of their tribes by creating petroglyphs and pictographs on rock walls and painting on
buffalo hides. Historical communal narratives as well as individual visions and experiences were also painted on tipis and personal garments. The
tradition of painting on buffalo hide diminished after the 1850s when Americans began the deliberate destruction of buffalo herds and other game
animals across the region. Ledger art appeared shortly thereafter, during the early 1860s. It incorporated aspects of three well-established pictographic
traditions on the Plains: images carved on stone throughout Plains Indian territory in the western U.S. and north into Canada; paintings on hide; and
winter counts (a calendrical mnemonic device painted on buffalo hide that recalled each year represented by a small image of a specific event for which
the year becomes named).
Ledger Drawings derive their name from the accounting ledger books that were used as a source of paper by the Plains Indians in the late
19th century. The narrative drawings and paintings they made using this medium referred to as “Ledger art,” represent both an extension of
earlier biographic and pictographic work and a new artistic form for Plains Indians. Its early development and adoption among Plains tribes is
contemporaneous with their forced reduction onto government reservations, roughly between 1860 and 1890. The destruction of the buffalo, whose skins
had provided a surface for drawing and painting, accelerated the move towards alternative supports for drawing and painting, including paper, muslin,
canvas, and commercially prepared buffalo or cow hides. Traditional paints applied with bone and stick brushes gave way to new implements and
media such as graphite, colored pencils, and occasionally ink wash, watercolor paints, or crayon. Plains artists acquired paper and other new drawing
materials in trade, as booty after a military engagement, or as a part of treaty payments from settlers, businessmen, government officials, and soldiers
passing through the region.
Initially, the content of Ledger Drawings continued the artistic tradition of depicting on buffalo hides achievements that would bring men renown
and status, such as great success in battle and hunting. Compact ledger books allowed those who carried them greater freedom in conceiving ways of
showing power and prowess, such as in courtship and ceremony. In addition, after the U.S. government forced the Plains peoples to live on reservations
and the last warrior generation began to pass, younger men had few opportunities for warfare, and increasingly depicted aspects of ceremony, courtship
and hunting—analogous avenues for acquiring and demonstrating power.
Beginning in the 1860s, and continuing through the rest of the century, the subject matter of Ledger art developed in three stages, roughly
chronological but always overlapping: warrior exploits; captivity drawings; and reservation drawings.

Warrior Exploits
The Ewers Ledger in this exhibition, once owned by Captain Ezra Philetus Ewers of the 5th U.S. Infantry, contains thirty-five drawings created by
various northern Cheyenne artists, who depicted their previous military exploits in an accountant’s ledger book acquired from U.S. military supplies.
Northern Cheyenne warriors such as these signed on as Indian scouts for the U.S. Army after their people were forced onto reservations in the 1870s. The
military record of Captain Ewers, as well as the Cheyenne participants, events depicted, and other visual details in the drawings themselves, suggest that
these artists documented engagements with Indian and U.S. enemies in which they had participated during the preceding decade.
The Vincent Price Ledger (Fig. 2) illustrates the conventions of earlier Ledger art, which focused on the individual acts of male warriors during
battle with an enemy. The protagonist generally occupies the right side of the drawing, and the movement proceeds from right to left. In this scene,
2

the Cheyenne (or Arapaho) warrior demonstrates his great
bravery by approaching a Crow redoubt on a hilltop, while
other members of his party outside of the scene fire a hail of
bullets and arrows towards their enemies. The footprints of
the attacker show the indirect path he took to retreat near the
hill in safety. Ledger Drawings, particularly those illustrating
war exploits, often have name glyphs hovering over the
protagonists. Here, the name glyph identifies the warrior as
Eagle Head. This drawing memorializes a specific event that
probably took place in the mid-1870s. Oral histories and
U.S. military records may serve to further identify the actual
event documented here. At the same time, the drawing also
depicts something else—a summoning of power drawn from
other-than-human forces in the world that the Cheyenne (or
Arapaho) warrior has been able to use to subdue his enemy
during a time of danger.

Fig. 2

Like drawings of prowess in battle, successful horse stealing episodes (Macnider Ledger, page 208) show one’s power manifested: the warrior
sneaks in, takes those horses, and gets out. The horses are valuable, and the affront to the enemy transfers some of their spiritual energy to the
protagonist: a power transaction takes place in each of these images.

Captivity Drawings
Although military personnel acquired many ledger books during the “Indian Wars” of the 1860s and 1870s as spoils of war or from Indian scouts
in their units, much greater consciousness among non-Indians about patronage and the value of Ledger art arose as a result of the imprisonment of 73
Plains warriors at Fort Marion in St Augustine, Florida. In 1875, Captain Richard N. Pratt received them at Fort Marion, and made their incarceration
into an experiment in ways to assimilate the Indian prisoners. Regimented in military form to work in the prison and receive instruction in English from
volunteer school teachers, the warrior-artists were encouraged by Pratt to continue drawing to help acclimate them to their regimen inside of the prison;
about 30 of them worked as artists during their imprisonment.
Further, Pratt gave many of the Ft. Marion ledger books to prominent politicians, his military superiors, congressmen, religious notables, and
“Friends of the Indians,” who he thought could help him in continuing the “civilizing” experiment. After the imprisonment of the Indians at Fort Marion
ended in 1878, Pratt established the Carlisle Indian School. The Carlisle system for educating Indian youth in boarding schools and to manage the
process of deracination — Pratt’s famous motto was “kill the Indian to save the man”— became the model for all Indian schools in the U.S. until the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934.
3

Animals and Hunting

A drawing from a Fort Marion ledger book
(Fig. 3) shows the long train journey after an eightday march under military guard from Fort Sill to the
railhead in Caddo, both in Indian Territory. Almost
every ledger book produced during the three years of
incarceration at Fort Marion includes at least one scene
from this long and harrowing journey. As the prisoners
travelled through towns on the train they attracted large
crowds of inquisitive settlers.
Fort Marion artists also created many drawings
of the activities of the prisoners in Fort Marion, from instruction in the classroom and sermons by Pratt or visiting dignitaries, to dances and other
“traditional” activities that Pratt allowed as pageants for entertainment and instruction. A drawing attributed to the Cheyenne warrior-artist Howling
Wolf (Fig. 4) illustrates the prisoners and their military escort stopping to camp along the trail from Fort Sill to the railroad that would carry them to
Fort Marion. The drawing serves as a snapshot of the general scene during which the event occurs, while simultaneously making visible the activities
taking place within the meeting with all of the accouterments: it reveals a sequence of past, present, and future events.

Ledger Drawings created during the reservation years showing scenes of hunting also
include an aspect of unseen power in the same vein as did warrior exploit drawings. Becoming
a good hunter required cultivating the kind of spiritual power that induced animals to make
themselves available to supply the needs of the hunter and his people. A drawing by the
Cheyenne artist Chief Killer (Fig. 5) in one sense shows the artist as a prosaic hunter, but
it also marks a moment of manifested power existing at a particular time and place. Chief
Killer’s prowess allows him to bag his fifth turkey, as two are firmly attached to his saddle and
another pair lies on the ground.

Fig. 3

At the same time, drawing from memory, the Fort Marion artists tended to
generalize their subjects. Instead of the specific warrior exploits depicted in the
earlier Ledger Drawings, we see a more communal and holistic view of the event. It
becomes a type of activity, not a specific historical moment. In fact, many scenes in
the Fort Marion ledgers are closer to the depiction of activities on a communal scale
in earlier hide paintings of battles, but without a connection to a commemorated
event (see front cover illustration).
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A group of drawings referred to as Sheridan Pages (individual sheets from a now
dismembered book) depict the conventions, subtlety, and elegance of Southern Cheyenne
courtship rituals during the early reservation period of the late 1870s. The Macnider Ledger
Fig. 5
contains roughly contemporary Lakota examples. These drawings show attempts to harness
the power of sexual attraction and love, prowess similar to that demonstrated by a successful hunter. Courting generally takes place with a chaperone
present (Fig. 6). At the right moment, the man offers his cloak, and if accepted, extends it around the woman (Fig. 7). One drawing provides an example
of early Cheyenne serial dating, the protagonist choosing between four women (Sheridan Pages, pg. 39).

Ceremony
During the reservation years, religious ceremony took
on even more importance as a venue where men could
prepare themselves to cultivate, receive, and responsibly
harness power. Among the Plains tribes, a Sun Dance or
Medicine Dance was an important ceremony conducted at
an annual gathering that brought bands together to form
“the hoop of the nation.” During the days of preparation
and ceremony, pledgers work to “make themselves pitiful”
to other-than-human beings who could provide spiritual
power and guidance, and prepare the pledger to assume
a modicum of that power. The process transforms the
pledger into a spiritual state that facilitates the transfer

Reservation Drawings
Once the reservation system began the incarceration of Indian nations, ledger
art changed in a number of ways. Within half a generation, the number of male
warriors who had participated in the “Indian wars” decreased precipitously. On the
reservation, younger men had no way to acquire status through fighting. As new
ledger artists emerged during the reservation years, their drawings increasingly
turned to three subjects: wildlife and hunting, courtship, and religious ceremony.
Earlier ledger books contain images pertaining to each of these subjects, but after
the mid-1870s these come to predominate in Ledger Drawings created on the
Plains Indian reservations.

Courtship

Fig. 4

Fig. 6
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of knowledge. The resulting kinds of power that a pledger or a
dreamer might receive makes them a more useful and powerful
person and places them in position to better assist the band and
tribe. Fort Sill Pawnee Village, attributed to Howling Wolf, shows
dancers presenting themselves to the Medicine Tree, alongside
their sponsors, medicine chiefs, other honorees, and a general
audience.

Conclusion
In “Why Not Tourist Art? Significant Silences in Native
American Museum Representations,” published in 1994, scholar
Ruth B. Phillips asks what the absence of American Indian art
Fig. 7
made for tourists signifies for our understanding of the complexity
of the collecting projects begun in earnest in the nineteenth century. In the twenty-first century, the histories and legacies of the intersecting forces that
created the contours of what we understand as American Indian art play out in the market for Native American art, public exhibitions, publications, and
scholarly research and discourse. Phillips argues that the silence of museums towards Indian-made objects clearly made for non-Indian tourist markets
and held in their own collections signified the challenge that these materials posed for the dialectic with modernism that “constructs the primitive as
premodern, static, and dead, in opposition to the Western as modern, dynamic, and living.” “One source of this significance,” she writes, “lies in the
nature of its attraction, which entices us through familiarity into otherness.” *
Ledger art is not “tourist art,” although one narrative thread, the history at Fort Marion, does interrogate this association. Warriors from different
Plains nations began to draw on paper, seamlessly incorporating their longstanding reasons for painting on hide, buckskin, and stone at a moment when
they worked to extend and elaborate the power and complexity of
warrior society as a response to intensified contention for land and
lifeways beginning in the 1860s. However, Ledger art does share
some significant characteristics with tourist art, including what
Phillips called “the nature of its attraction,” specifically a mix of
familiarity and otherness, as well as the marks of indigeneity along
with those of negotiation with military, economic, and social power.
Significant notice of Ledger Drawings by scholars and collectors
began in the late 1960s, contemporaneous with the first modern-day
Ledger artists, who began to draw on both the artistic tradition of a
century before and on a new register of post-World War II American

Indian activism. Nineteenth-century Ledger Drawings appeared legible and compelling to their makers’ captors, commanders, and patrons, just as they
are today. Then and now, Ledger art offers an arena for the complex negotiation of social construction.
Ledger art does not generally garner the attention of the larger art world; few think of even the most accomplished Plains Ledger artists as part
of a graphic tradition encompassing European Old Masters, Japanese printmakers, and the like. By beginning with the premise that these works must
be inserted in this overarching and encyclopedic narrative, the history of graphic art and of drawing in particular, Picturing History is among the first
museum exhibitions that attempts to confront and redress this status quo. If the consideration of Ledger art outside of the indigenous Native American
context and accompanying presentation in museums and galleries inevitably deprives these works of some of their original meaning and resonance,
the trade-off is the growing appreciation for Ledger drawings as artistic creations, separate from their standing as cultural documents, by new and wider
audiences.
Ross Frank, Ph.D.
Director, Plains Indian Ledger Art Digital Publishing Project
Associate Professor, Department of Ethnic Studies, University of California, San Diego

* Ruth B. Phillips, “Why Not Tourist Art? Significant Silences in Native American Museum Representations,” in Gyan Prakash, ed., After Colonialism: Imperial Histories and Postcolonial Displacements 		
(Princeton University Press, 1994), 98-134.

Fig. 8
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Exhibition Programs

Fig. 1.

Sheridan Ledger (page 7). Southern Cheyenne, ca. 1885. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ¼ x 11 ¾ inches. Private collection, courtesy of Donald Ellis
Gallery, New York.

All programs are free and open to the public. Advance registration is recommended (fuam.eventbrite.com).
Tuesday, September 26
Lecture: Picturing History: Plains Indian Ledger Drawings as World View
Dr. Ross Frank, Director of the Plains Indian Ledger Art Digital Publishing Project,
and Associate Professor, Department of Ethnic Studies, University of California, San Diego
5 p.m., Diffley Board Room, Bellarmine Hall

Fig. 2.

Vincent Price Ledger Book (page 62). Cheyenne, ca. 1875-78. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ½ x 11 ½ inches. Courtesy of Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Fig. 3.

Fort Marion Ledger Page. Cheyenne, ca. 1875. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 8 x 25 inches. Courtesy of Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Fig. 4.

Attributed to Howling Wolf, Indian Prisoners en-route from Fort Sill to the rail road, ca. 1875-78. Graphite and colored pencil on paper, 8 ½ x 11 ¼ inches. Courtesy of
Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Fig. 5.

Attributed to Chief Killer, Chief Killer among the Turkeys on the Canadian River, ca. 1875-78. Crayon, graphite and colored pencil on paper, 8 ½ x 11 inches. Courtesy of
Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Fig. 6.

Macnider Ledger Book (page 186). Lakota Sioux, ca. 1880. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ¾ x 14 ½ inches. Courtesy of Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Fig. 7.

Sheridan Ledger (pages 33 and 34). Southern Cheyenne, ca. 1885. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ¼ x 11 ¾ inches. Collection of Diana Widmaier Picasso,
courtesy of Donald Ellis Gallery, New York (not in exhibition).

Fig. 8.

Macnider Ledger Book (page 176). Lakota Sioux, ca. 1880. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ¾ x 14 ½ inches. Courtesy of Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.

Fig. 9.

Ledger Drawing. Sheridan Ledger. Southern Cheyenne, ca. 1885. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ¼ x 11 ¾ inches. Private collection, courtesy of Donald Ellis
Gallery, New York.

Fig. 10. Ledger Drawing. Sheridan Ledger. Southern Cheyenne, ca. 1885. Graphite and colored pencil on lined paper, 5 ¼ x 11 ¾ inches. Private collection, courtesy of Donald Ellis
Gallery, New York.
Front Cover: Attributed to Howling Wolf, Cheyenne Attacking a Pawnee Camp, ca. 1875-78. Watercolor, graphite and colored pencil on paper, 8 ½ x 11 ¼ inches. Private collection,
courtesy of Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.
Back Cover: Attributed to Howling Wolf, Sioux Medicine Men, ca. 1875-78. Watercolor, graphite and colored pencil on paper, 8 ½ x 11 ¼ inches. Private collection, courtesy of
Donald Ellis Gallery, New York.
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Wednesday, October 11
Lakota Music and Storytelling
Tiokasin Ghosthorse, 2016 Nobel Peace Prize Nominee
5 p.m., Diffley Board Room, Bellarmine Hall
Saturday, October 14
Family Day: Art of the Plains Indians
Two sessions of drop-in craft activities and child-friendly tours of the exhibition.
1 p.m. – 4 p.m., Bellarmine Hall Galleries and smART classroom, Fairfield University Art Museum
Tuesday, November 7
Gallery Talk: Ledger Drawings and the Evolution of Plains Indians Masculinity
Dr. Peter L. Bayers, Professor of English, Fairfield University
5 p.m., Bellarmine Hall Galleries

Fig. 10
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